This is just a suggested course progression. Students may take these courses in any order or combination unless noted otherwise.

**Alternative Dispute Resolution**
(2) Law 556

**Mediation Advocacy** (3)
Law 406

**Negotiations Seminar** (3)
Law 449

**Skills Teams** (1 or 2) Law 438 ADR Competition Teams (Mediation, Client Counseling and Negotiation Teams) (not graded)

**Externships — ADR** (2 or 3) Law 599 (not graded)

---

1 Previous ADR, negotiation, mediation, mediation advocacy or client counseling course or team preferred
2 Previous ADR, negotiation, mediation, mediation advocacy or client counseling course or team preferred
3 Application process
Other Dispute Resolution Courses:

*Other Semester-Long Courses*
- Child and Family Law Mediation (2) *Law 615* (Spring)
- Electronic Discovery and Problem Solving (2) *Law 551*
- Mediation Seminar (2) *Law 456* (Fall)

*International Arbitration Public and Private* (3) *Law 137* (Spring) (Moses)

*Weekend Dispute Resolution Courses — not graded:*
- Arbitration Workshop (1) *Law 587*
- Mediation Workshop (1) *Law 625*
- Client Counseling and Negotiation Workshop (1 to 2) *Law 404* (combined with former *Law 453*)
- Restorative Justice Workshop (1) (Agaiby) *Law 408*
- Collaborative Law Workshop (2) *Law 501*
- Special Education Dispute Resolution (1) *Law 572*
- International Arbitration Oral Advocacy (1) (Law 527 (Spring))(Walker)

For more information go to: [http://luc.edu/law/centers/advocacy/adr/courseofferings/](http://luc.edu/law/centers/advocacy/adr/courseofferings/)

Teresa F. Frisbie, Director Dispute Resolution Program

`tfrisbie@luc.edu`

312-915-7855

---

4 Not offered every year
5 Not offered every year